“What Makes the Bible a Reliable Text on
Angels?”
You cite the bible as a source of insight into angels. What makes the bible a better source
than any other fiction book that has been written by anyone at anytime? Say I wrote a book
about angels because I wanted to get people to believe in something they have never seen
or felt or touched or smelled or tasted. If I aged it 2 or 3 thousand years and there were
people like you around, would they believe it? What if I gave it a prolific name like The
Word, or Holy Text, or The Greatest Truest Book Ever Written, does it then become more
plausible? What are your thoughts?
Hi ________,
My thoughts are that the Bible gives more than “insight” about angels; it gives actual
revelation–information from “outside the box,” so to speak.
You can choose to call the Bible a book of fiction, but that would only be because you haven’t
considered the evidence that shows it’s not. For instance, fulfilled prophecy alone is a staggering
evidence that it was divinely inspired, for who else could write history in advance other than the God
who is outside of time?
I invite you to try and debunk the truth and validity of the Bible. Many others have, and they have
become its most convinced defenders. If it truly can be debunked, then it’s not worth believing in.
But if it’s true, and I completely believe it is because of the evidence, then it’s worth paying attention
to.
I have a suspicion you have an opinion of the Bible that is not based on anything more than a
contempt for God and possibly for the people who believe in the Bible. (And allow me to concede,
regretfully, that a lot of religious people say and do things that make God wince because they
misrepresent Him so egregiously, and it has a negative impact on others who are watching–people
like you? I think God grieves over this.)
You might consider shoring up your reasons. Our website is full of resources that provide good
evidence that Christianity, and the Bible, are both true. If you don’t care to check anything out, then
at least I would hope you would be honest enough to admit that your unbelief is based on a refusal to
investigate and not because there are good reasons for it.
Respectfully,
Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries

